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How did Alice balance her academic and sporting commitments? 

“By my third year at University I struck the right balance between academic, sporting commitments and social life. 
I hadn't quite got it right in my first or second years which, with the benefit of hindsight, I now see as trial runs for 
third year, the most important year. My two greatest challenges were balancing the sheer amount of training we 
had with my demanding academic workload, however, I began to use my training periods as my work breaks, 
using the fresh air, exercise and fitness as the perfect distraction from the library. I managed to get the two to 
work together rather than against each other. Having said that, I did do a lot of my work during the summer, 
Christmas and Easter holidays when we had no lacrosse. I recall only once asking for a two day extension for an 
essay, which I managed to get - my English academic tutors were very understanding and worked closely with 
Team Durham staff to ensure that my schedule was well balanced. My other challenge was the issue of 
Wednesdays. I had to select modules which would not depend so heavily on attendance on a Wednesday. Even 
then, I still had important lectures and workshops I would have to frequently miss for lacrosse matches. I coped 
with this by sending my tutors a list of clashing dates well in advance so that they were prepared for when I could 
not go, as opposed to springing it on them the night before. I ensured that I had a really personal relationship with 
most of my tutors who all came to understand my situation. 
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